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Big Data: Overview
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Big data is a field that treats ways to analyze, systematically extract information from, or otherwise 
deal with data sets that are too large or complex to be dealt with by traditional data-processing 
application software (Wikipedia). Big data is associated with five or six Vs: Volume, velocity, variety, 
veracity, value and variety.
This document describes Cubro’s approach to Big Data with geolocation use case described in detail.

● One data storage for all types of data

● One reporting tool 

● One point of securing data

● One managed Infrastructure
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Big Data: Data Variety
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In the past each system produced XDRs, counter data and logs are stored in many different places, 
formats and Databases 

Using the old siloed model demands each request for a new report to be assessed for efforts and 
cost. Additional costs are due to data overlap and either missing or complex data correlation.

The information can only be correlated by using expensive 
mediation software and often the end user can only access 
aggregated data, not raw data.

This leads easily to the use of waterfall model where the 
design tends to be fixed and not easily modified. 

Oftentimes requirements are iterative and even 
non-predictable especially when using machine learning and 
BI tools. 
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Big Data: A Treasure for CSP and the challenges
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Challenges

● Data acquisition
● Data integrity
● Cost
● Complexity
● XDRs with needed data 

content
● Integration and data 

formatting for various 
parties

● Data privacy and 
security

Opportunities

● The biggest Facebook and 
Google asset is their data

● CSPs are sitting on a big 
treasure, data is processed in 
the networks every second

● This fortune can be monetized 
by using the data internally or 
by reselling the data to third 
parties

● Cubro can help CSPs to make 
money out of the Data

● Cubro can help to change 
existing monitoring systems 
from an OPEX grave to a cash 
cow
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Big Data: Geolocation Data
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This data can be used to analyze customer behavior; the 
usage of this data is endless. 

Marketing

Examples:

How long customers stay at a location?

How often is a customer joining a specific location?

Which transport medium is the customer using to come to a location?
Text her

With this information it is possible to optimize the availability of resources. 
(Public Transportation, more staff at the parking place, optimise the pricing, etc)
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Big Data: Geolocation Data
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Security threats can be detected at a very early stage, because it is possible to see how 
many people are moving towards a place, and if this is an unusual behavior then Law 
and Enforcement can react faster.

Find persons when they dial an emergency number, or are in a catastrophic scenario. 

Analyzing customer movements at big events to avoid panic  

Input and automation of traffic control systems for example changing traffic light 
configuration. 

Security

Events

Traffic
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Big Data: Geolocation Application in Mobile Networks
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Monetize CSP data to

Generate subscriber level, 
high quality real time geolocation 
with better location accuracy than cell-id 
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Big Data: Geolocation Application real-time challenges
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Real time requires a lot of processing power with a high TPS (transaction per second)

Better location requires data from UTRAN interfaces or CDRs from eNodeB

❏ real time correlation of all core interfaces with a IMSI refill * rate better 
than 95 % (Cubro reached 97 - 98 %)

❏ near real time correlation of core and UTRAN CDRs to combine the subscriber 
❏ information:  terminal model, IMSI with the cell id, the antenna vector 
❏ receiving HF power from eNodeB to calculate an exact location.     

* Network events don’t always include IMSI, therefore IMSI refill is needed
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Big Data: Geolocation challenges correlation stage 1-2
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Even in a small network there are hundreds of thousands events per second. All these events must be 
captured and deciphered from all core interfaces (S1MME, S11, S6A, S3 , S10 ) and analyzed in real time 
to reach a high IMSI refill rate for each XDR.  

Correlation stages:
1. Cubro Probe produces several XDRs, 

typically one per interface 
2. Build one combined XDR. This XDR holds 

several correlated information from 
multiple interfaces, like IMSI, IMEI, CELL ID, 
APN , Date, TIME and some more.

3. Correlate the core XDRs and the eNodeB 
CDRs to one resulting XDR (next slide).
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Big Data: Geolocation challenges, correlation stage 3
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Better location requires data from UTRAN interfaces or CDRs from eNodeB. To get this information there 
are two options - tap X2 interface or get the information from the eNodeB. The CDR from the eNodeB 
does not have all the information needed to satisfy the requirements. The CDR delivers the cell id, the 
cell vector and the power but not much more, therefore a third correlation stage is needed.   
  

Correlation stage 3:
Correlate core XDRs and the eNodeB CDRs to one resulting 
XDR.
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Big Data: Geolocation summary
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The third correlation stage is executed in Apache 
Kafka cluster. The resulting data is then stored in a 
Hadoop cluster for further processing. 

The real challenge is the quality of the XDRs, with 
real time decoding of all interfaces - an IMSI refill 
rate of > 95 % is mandatory, to produce useful 
results in such an application.  

 

Text hereThe ROI on this project was 1 year. Big 
Data is really a treasure for CSP 

Cubro can help to harvest this! 
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Big Data: Current XDRs (Extended Data Records)
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Gn signaling record,
GTPv2 signaling record,
S3 signaling record,
DNS signaling record,
User service flow record,
MMS MO signaling record,
MMS MT signaling record,
WAP_CONNECT record,
WAP signaling record,
ONLINE VIDEO record,
FTP record,
RTSP record,
E MAIL record,
VOIP record,

P2P record,
IM record,
S1 signaling record,
S1 EMM signaling record,
S1 ESM signaling record,
S1AP protocol switching record,
S1AP protocol RAB record,
S1AP protocol management 
record,
S6a record,
S1 SMS record,
S1 CS fallback record,
SGS MM signaling record,
SGS CS signaling record,

X2 interface management record,
X2 interface switching record,
UU signaling record,
UU switching record,
UU-community measurement,
UU-UE measurement,
attach signaling,
detach signaling,
PDP Activation,
PDP Deactivation,
PDP Modification,
RAU,BSSGP
RANAP,
Relocation,
Service Request,
2G Paging
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Big Data: User Service Flow Record Fields
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Time of Data 
Transmission
User IP Address
State Code
Network Code
Cell ID
Tracking Code
Location Code
Routing Area ID
2G/3G Network ID
User Location 
Information
IMSI
Subscriber number
IMEI
APN
Charging ID
SGSN User Plane 

Transmission IP
GGSN User Plane 
Transmission IP
Destination IP
SGSN User Plane TEID
GGSN User Plane 
TEID
User Port
Destination Port
TCP FIN times
Uplink Dropped 
Packets Number
Downlink Dropped 
Packets 
Number
Total Number Of 
Uplink 
Data Packets

Total Number Of 
Downlink Data 
Packets
Uplink Traffic
Downlink Traffic
Window Size
MSS Size
RST Direction
Bearing Layer 
Protocol
Fragments flag 
SYN Number In TCP 
Linking
Successful 
Identification Of 
Three Shake Hands
SYN ACK Number In 
TCP Linking

ACK Number InTCP 
Linking
Uplink IP Fragment 
Number
Downlink IP 
Fragment Number
Disordered packet 
number of Uplink TCP
Disordered packet 
number of Downlink 
TCP
Retransmission 
packet number of 
Uplink TCP

Retransmission 
packet number of 
Downlink TCP
TCP RESET  Number 
Direction
Protocol Type
Response delay Of 
TCP Linking
Confirmation delay 
Of TCP Linking
Delay Between TCP 
Linking And The First 
Request
Delay Between he 
First Request And The 
First ACK
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Big Data: User Service Flow Record Fields
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Big Data: Architecture 1/2
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Raw Packet Data

XDR as UDP stream 
real-time

XDR and KPI fetch 
(not real-time)

Kibana BI

Data calculation parameters, please note that Cubro provides CDRs with comprehensive data from the raw data:
● 5 million subscribers with 110 Gbps data load
● 7 billion CDRs a day with 5 TB storage per day

 

Revenue assurance, 
Fraud detection, 
Network planning, 
SLA…..

Real-time 
troubleshooting

Elastic 
Search

Hadoop
Cluster

(Long time storage)

Mongo DB
(Short term storage)

Probe
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Big Data: Architecture 2/2
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Elastic 
Search Hadoop IBM Q Radar

Many 
supported 

outputsMongo DB
(Short term storage)

Kafka Instances 
& Cubro 
Interface

Probe

Raw capture

Raw Packet Data

Real-time trouble shooting and 
raw packet capture 

Currently, the Apache Kafka supports up to 50 
different connectors to interconnect between 
several data sources like the Cubro Probe.

Some examples include: Vertica, Syslog, Hadoop, 
SQL, Hbase, InfluxDB, Hazelcast, S3, DynamoDB, 
Splunk … 

XDR as UDP 
stream real-time
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Big Data: Integration Flow Monitoring for Data Centers
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Example for a multiple 100 Gbit flow monitoring solution

Each Probe supports 60 Gbit traffic with DPI analysis enabled and 120 Gbit traffic without DPI analysis
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● 40 x 1/10Gbit ports   

● Up to 2 x Octeon III CN6xxx CPU (30 cores each)

● Up to 2 x 64 GB DDR memory

● Internal L4 NPB with 800Gbps performance 

● Including one or two independent CPU units connected to the same L4 NPB

Packet Core Probe - Single & Dual CPU
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● 2 independent Probe instances in one chassis (1U)

● 2 x 2 x 40Gbit 

● 2 x 12 x 10Gbit ports   

● 2 x Octeon III CN7890 CPU (48 cores each)

Packet Core Probe - Quad CPU
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Cubro together with SilverEngine offers services packages with actionable insights for:

● VoLTE

● Customer Experience Management (CEM)

● Mobile Broadband

● IOT

● Applications 5G

Technology Partnership with SilverEngine

https://www.silverengine.de/en/news.html/16_technology-partnership-silverenginecubro

https://www.silverengine.de/en/news.html/16_technology-partnership-silverenginecubro
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With the insights, mobility data sales packages can be created for advertisement, commercials, real 

estate and traffic planning. The insights help deciding whether to open a new branch store in a specific 

spot or as an example where to focus infrastructure improvements based on biggest traffic jams on 

roads and streets 

Partnership with SilverEngine - Use Case Example

Customer Benefits

1. Better network performance
2. Lower costs for network infrastructure
3. Reduced subscriber churn due to better network
          quality 
4. Improved return on investment (ROI).

● Rationale for open new store 

branch in certain spot.

● Identify main traffic jam 

roads and streets – for 

infrastructure improvements
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● Highly customizable - we can develop additional XDRs on request

●  Improved network performance and reduced subscriber churn due to 

better network quality

● Vendor-agnostic, works with any 3rd party presentation platform

● Analyse and process network business and signalling in real time

● Get actionable insights with the data generated by Cubro Probe with the 

help of our partner SilverEngine.

Cubro benefits
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